Appendix-1
Copy of the Letter of the supervisor to the Head of the Institutions

To

The Headmaster/ Headmistress

---------------------------------------------
---------------------------------------------

Sir/ Madam

This is to certify that Sri Subhas Chandra Bhat, Assistant Professor of David Hare Training College, 25/3, Ballygunge Circular Road, Kolkata has been doing research work seeking Ph.D. Degree of the University of Calcutta Under my supervision and Guidance. The title of the research project is “AWARENESS OF ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION AMONG THE SECONDARY STUDENTS IN RELATION TO THEIR CONCEPTS AND APTITUDE IN SCIENCE - A CRITICAL STUDY”.

As an Academician you will appreciate his endeavor to study the relationships of Concepts and Aptitude in Science on development of Awareness of Environmental Pollution of the students of Class IX, who have just promoted from class VIII under the syllabus of West Bengal Board of Secondary Education in Bengali Medium.

With this purpose he would like to administer Three Tests at your school on Concept in Science, aptitude in Science and Awareness of Environmental Pollution which are constructed by the researcher himself. Kindly allow him to fix a date of administer with consultation of science teacher of your school by the January and February, 2013.

Sri Bhat needs your sympathetic cooperation from you and you teachers in administering the tests prepared by him.

Thanking you in anticipation,

Yours faithfully,

Date, Kolkata

January,03, 2013

Signature of the Supervisor